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2020-2021 Action Plan  
  

Goal #1: Reporting  
STRATEGY: Create a systemic reporting system  
Action Step: Teachers continue to use the Powerschool gradebook system for recording  
student formative and summative data, for the report cards.  
  

Goal #2: Curriculum and Assessment  
STRATEGY: Implement Curriculum  
Action Steps: Mrs. Perry facilitated a staff training on Short Term and Long Term Remote  
Learning Plans. Grade level teams meet each Monday to analyse the content programming and  
best plan for in person and home time learning for our students.  They are prioritizing standards  
and lessons, as well as identifying the importance of in person delivery and independent  
practice.  1st and 2nd grade teams and the 3rd and 4th grade teams now meet weekly together  
with the remote teacher to collaborate and calibrate instruction and instructional strategies.  The  
3rd and 4th grade classes are now offering Morning Meeting/Number Corner, remotely to the  
remote, distance learning,  and absent students.  
  

STRATEGY: Develop and Refine Assessment  
Action Steps: Grade level teams meet each Monday to analyse the content programming  
and best plan for in person and home time for our students.  They are prioritizing standards and  
lessons, as well as aligning assessment to properly assess our instruction.  We are also  
discussing how to assess and use assessment data,  in the event we need to return to remote  
learning.  
  

Goal #3: RTI (Response To Intervention)  
STRATEGY: Documentation and Communication System  
Action Steps:   Teachers continue to use the Schoolwide SeeSaw platform as the main  
student and parent communication tool.  This is to build consistency and familiarity.  
The PTA meetings have generated positive responses for the schools upgrade to the SeeSaw  
portal and the alterations we have made to make it more parent friendly, given the parent  
feedback I received toward the beginning of the year.  
  

Goal #4: Technology  
STRATEGY: Staff and Student Hardware  
Action Steps: Teacher and 3rd and 4th grade student Macbooks are being incorporated  
into instruction. The 3rd and 4th grade classes are now offering Morning Meeting/Number  
Corner, remotely to the remote, distance learning,  and absent students.  This is all set up on the  
Macbooks.  
K-2nd grade classroom sets of iPads continue to be processed and delivered to the  
classrooms in charging carts.  The 2nd grade students were the first students to pilot the use of  
the iPads for a temporary remote learning setting and it seemed to be successful and helpful to  
families.  
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STRATEGY: Remote Learning/Instruction  



Action Steps:  Mrs. Perry facilitated a staff training on Short Term and Long Term Remote  
Learning Plans. Grade level teams are working to develop common ways to incorporate the  
Macbooks in the instruction and the 3rd and 4th grade teams are starting to include remote  
opportunities to students.   
  

Goal #5: Communication  
  

STRATEGY: Parent Communication  
Action Steps: Teachers continue to post regularly on their SeeSaw accounts to get  
families acclimated to using the SeeSaw platform.  Classroom weekly newsletters and  
schoolwide monthly newsletters are being distributed. The school Facebook page and Webpage  
is used to distribute information and to show the families what is happening at the school.  
Monthly PTA meetings are conducted on the Zoom platform.  The PTA meetings have generated  
positive responses for the schools upgrade to the SeeSaw portal and the alterations we have  
made to make it more parent friendly, given the parent feedback I received toward the beginning  
of the year.  

  
STRATEGY: Staff Communication  
Action Steps: Mrs. Perry and the Instructional Coaches developed a staff COVID Climate  
Survey, the staff took the survey and the coaches collected and compiled the data. Mrs. Perry,  
responded to the questions and comments, and provided feedback to all the staff in a written  
format.  Mrs. Perry is facilitating weekly and impromptu Zoom Faculty meetings, distributing  
weekly and impromptu staff memos, and offering principal open office hours and direct phone  
connection as needed.  Grade level teams are meeting weekly and recording all agendas and  
minutes on grade level team shared drives.  All committees are using shared drives and share  
the communication with staff. Once a month we have a combined Zoom meeting with the  
leadership and advisory teams and a combined Zoom meeting with the leadership and wellness  
teams.   

  
Dunkin’ Sweepstakes: Congratulations, Nicole Lever, for being one of two Maine teachers to win a 
grand  
prize package in the Dunkin’ Raise a Cup to Teachers sweepstakes.  Nicole’s nomination letter said, 
“ Nicole is  
an amazing teacher and person. She pours her heart and soul into her teaching and her students. 
She is a  
teacher who has an impact on her student’s lives for years after they leave her classroom, not only 
on an  
academic level but on a personal level as well.”   This is a spot on description and we are so proud 
of our 1st  
grade teacher and all of her accomplishments.   
Nicole received $5,000, a new computer, free Dunkin coffee for a year, and $10 Dunkin’ gift cards 
for her  
students.  Dunkin’ also gave the school $5,000, which will be used for student classroom 
enrichment.  
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